Neurons in primate cortical area V4 are sensitive to the form and color of visual stimuli. 30
INTRODUCTION

53
The ventral visual pathway is the main locus of form and color processing in the primate 54 brain (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982; Felleman & Van Essen, 1991) . Lesion partial occlusion and the shapes used (which were also subsets of shapes in Figure 1 ) 150 were dictated by the parameters of that study (Bushnell et al, 2011a) . Stimuli were sized 151 such that all parts of all stimuli were entirely within the estimated RF area (estimated RF 152 diameter = 1.0° + 0.625×RF eccentricity based on data from Gattass et al., 1988 ) of the 153 cell under study. In every case, the stimulus size so-chosen fit within the RF boundary 154 measured by our fine grid mapping procedure (see above). 155
156
The two colors of the shape stimuli were customized for each cell such that both evoked 157 moderate to strong responses and were visually distinct from each other. Color choices 158 were based either on detailed color characterization (35 cells, see above) or on 159 preliminary characterization by the experimenter (25 cells). The distance in CIE space 160 between the chosen colors (color distance) essentially reflected the width of color tuning 161 because we chose two colors that were farthest apart in CIE space and still evoked 162 responses from the cell. Thus, the chosen colors were closer together for cells with 163 narrow color tuning and farther apart for cells with broader tuning. Of the 60 cells, 52 164
were tested with two colors that differed in their chromaticity but were at the same 165 luminance contrast relative to the background. Of the remaining 8 cells, 7 were testedwith two colors that differed both in their chromaticity and luminance contrast, and one 167 with achromatic stimuli at two different luminance contrasts. 168
169
For each stimulus presentation, we counted spikes in a 300 ms window shifted by 50 ms 170 to account for average latency of V4 neurons (Bushnell, et al., 2011a) . We then averaged 171 these counts across stimulus repeats and divided by the counting window duration (300 172 ms) to obtain the spike rate. Across neurons the number of stimulus repeats ranged from responses from this cell and the shape preferences across the two colors were quite 186 consistent as demonstrated by the scatter plot in Figure 2C . We quantified the consistency 187 in shape responses by calculating the linear correlation coefficient, r C , between responses 188 to shapes in the two colors. The value of r C ranges from -1, for perfectly inconsistent 189 responses, to 1 for perfect consistency. For this example neuron, r C was 0.87. In additionto the strong correlation, it is also clear from the scatter plot (Fig 2C) Two additional examples are illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 3D show chromatic 208 responses at each of the four luminance contrasts tested (-50%, 0%, 50% and 125%). 209
Within each panel, the various chromaticities and the corresponding neuronal responses 210 are indicated by the position and surface color of the small squares, respectively. 211
Responses of this neuron were strongest to blue and magenta at positive luminance 212 contrasts. For the main experiment, green and blue at 125% luminance contrast (labeled 1 213
and 2) were chosen as the stimulus colors and the responses to shapes in these two colors 214 are shown in Figure 3E . Here too, the shape responses showed a moderate level of 215 consistency across the two colors yielding a response correlation (r C ) of 0.58. 216 217 Figure 4A illustrates the histogram of shape consistency values for the 60 cells in our 218 dataset. Consistency values ranged from -0.03 to 0.93 (mean 0.49; median 0.54). Thus, 219 many V4 neurons showed shape preferences that were strongly consistent across the two 220 colors tested but many others showed weak or no consistency. The lack of consistency in 221 shape responses could result if a neuron's shape tuning is color-dependent, i.e. a neuron 222 prefers one shape in color A but a different one in color B. But, poor shape consistency 223 could also result if the neuron in question is simply not shape selective. Such a neuron 224 will respond similarly to a variety of shapes and consistency across colors will be close to 225 zero because the range of responses across shapes will simply reflect the inherent noise in 226 the neuron's response. To identify poorly shape-selective neurons in our dataset, we 227 quantified the strength of shape selectivity by calculating shape response dispersion. This 228 metric, which provides a measure of the shape information capacity of a neuron, was 229 quantified as the ratio of the variance to the mean response across shapes in a given color. 230
If n s represents number of stimuli and r i , the mean response to the i A neuron that shows strong shape selectivity will be associated with large shape 233 dispersion because it will exhibit a large dynamic range in its responses across shapes and, 234 thus, a large variance to mean ratio across shapes; a neuron with weak shape selectivity 235 will exhibit similar responses across shapes and a small variance to mean ratio. Therefore, 236 V4 neurons that exhibit poor consistency due to color dependence of shape selectivity 237 will be associated with large shape response dispersion while those that are unselective to 238 shape will be associated with low dispersion values. shape consistency (r = 0.58; p< 0.0001). Thus, as expected, shape responses were more 295 consistent when we obtained more stimulus repeats, and shape consistency values based 296 on 4 repeats, r C4 , was less than that based on all available repeats for any given cell 297 ( Figure 5B ). To compute shape consistency based on 4 repeats, for each cell, we 298 randomly chose 4 repeats for each color and shape, computed shape dispersion based on 299 the chosen trials, and repeated this bootstrap procedure 100 times. The average across the 300 Figure 5C ), which quantifies the change in shape consistency as number of repeats 302 increases from 4 to N, provides a measure of the underestimate in shape consistency as a 303 function of N (X axis, Figure 5C ). As N increases, r C -r C4 also increases and plateaus 304 somewhat at r C -r C4 ≈ 0.3 for N > 10. This can also be visualized as a plateau in mean 305 shape consistency (+ in Figure 5A ) at ~0.7 for N > 10. Thus, r C for N <10 repeats appears 306 to be severely underestimated. Based on this empirical evidence we propose that, for the 307 inherent noise and dynamic range of V4 neurons, and for the present experimental and 308 analytical conditions , N > 10 is essential to avoid biases in correlation metrics based on 309 mean responses. Figure 5D shows shape dispersion versus shape consistency (same as 310 As with shape consistency, number of stimulus repeats also influences shape dispersion 319 for the same reason discussed above. So, for all cells, we recalculated shape consistency 320 and shape response dispersion using N = 4 and the bootstrap procedure described above. 321
The average shape consistency and shape dispersion values across 100 iterations for each 322 cell are shown in Figure 5E . These results are very similar to those reported in Figure 4 Fig 6B) .
shape of the cell (see Methods), and thus was fully independent of the data used to 355 compute shape consistency and shape response dispersion. Analogous to shape response 356 dispersion, color response dispersion was quantified as the ratio of the variance to the 357 mean of the responses across all 25 chromaticities at the same luminance contrast as the 358 colors in which the stimuli were presented (see Methods). In the few cases that the 359 stimulus colors were at different luminance contrasts, we computed color response 360 dispersion at both luminance contrasts (see Figure 6 legend). Cells that show weak or no 361 color selectivity, will respond similarly to all colors and have small color response 362 dispersion values (left extreme of X axis, Figure 6C ) while strongly color selective 363 neurons will exhibit a large dispersion of color responses. Across our dataset, color 364 response dispersion ranged from 0.22 to 3.8 ( Figure 6C , X axis). But, unlike shape 365 response dispersion, there was no clear trend in the relationship between color response 366 dispersion and shape consistency. In other words, weak color selectivity (low color 367 response dispersion) did not imply high shape response consistency. Taken together, 368
Figures 6B&C indicate that highly consistent shape responses across colors observed inour dataset cannot be simply attributed to the lack of color selectivity, and thus chromatic 370 inputs, in those cells. Even in the presence of chromatic inputs, it is possible that shape 371 selectivity is informed only by luminance inputs to cells and chromatic inputs simply 372 provide a shape-independent modulation of the overall response. Under this hypothesis, 373 cells studied with two colors at the same luminance contrast but different chromatic 374 contrasts (52/60 cells in our database) will exhibit high consistency but cells studied with 375 chromaticities equiluminant with the background, i.e. 0% luminance contrast, will not 376 exhibit any shape selectivity or consistency. Three cells in our present dataset were 377 studied with colors that were equiluminant with the background; all three exhibited 378 significant shape selectivity (ANOVA, p < 0.01) and moderate levels of shape 379 consistency (r C = 0.25, 0.40, 0.69) arguing against the above hypothesis. These results are 380 also consistent with our recent finding that many V4 neurons exhibit selectivity for 381 shapes defined solely by chromatic contrasts (Bushnell et al., 2011b) . considered. Further experiments in IT cortex with a larger stimulus set is required to 450 determine whether this difference is due to the number of stimuli or if it is in fact a 451 difference in how V4 and IT cortex combine color and shape information. Our discovery 452 of multiplicative combination of color and shape information in V4 is consistent with a 453 previous demonstration that tuning for shape and texture, also a surface property like 454 color, in IT cortex can be well-described by a multiplicative model (Koteles et al. 2008) . 455
Finally, Komatsu & Ideura (1993) also demonstrated that the occurrence of color and 456 shape selectivity in a single IT neuron were independent of each other. In other words, 457
whether or not a cell was shape selective had no bearing on whether it was color selective. number of different stimuli and number of repetitions of each stimulus. In studies that 505 attempt to characterize tuning over a large space of shape or color, the number of 506 stimulus repeats is often held low in the interest of presenting a larger variety of stimuli. 507
Our results indicate that this strategy could have a deleterious effect-as expected, large 508 standard errors in mean responses caused by low repeats could produce biased estimates 509 of the properties being characterized. In our case, low number of repeats implied a 510 systematic negative bias in the shape consistency that was most pronounced when the 511 number of repeats was less than 10. In conclusion, our results caution physiologists to 512 
